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Expansion of Boston Globe Collection Brings Researchers Back to 1872

August 30, 2011

Northeastern University Libraries is pleased to announce the purchase of the ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Boston Globe collection, which provides access to newspapers published from 1872-1979. This digitized collection complements the Library’s existing subscription to the current online Boston Globe collection (1980 to date).

The historical Boston Globe collection allows full text searching, from cover to cover, and includes advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, and photographs. The collection not only provides significance for historians, but it also serves as a barometer of changing business, cultural, and social trends. Matthews Distinguished Professor of Music, Judith Tick, states, “The Boston Globe is more than a city newspaper; it is the newspaper of record for New England. Given its regional stature, the Globe is an indispensable resource for research across the humanities and arts.”

The historical Boston Globe collection joins an expanding collection of interdisciplinary, primary source materials, including the London Times (1785-1985) and Historical Black Newspapers (1910-2002), made available through Northeastern University Libraries.

For more information about the historical Boston Globe or about other historical, primary source collections at Snell Library, please contact Jamie Dendy at j.dendy@neu.edu or (617) 373-3344.

About Northeastern University Libraries
Northeastern University Libraries consist of Snell Library, John D. O’Bryant African-American Institute Library, and Marine Science Center Library. The Libraries welcome over two million online and walk-in visitors a year. Collections include 964,000 volumes, 139,000 e-books, and 42,500 electronic journals. The Libraries provide award winning research and instructional services, a pioneering multimedia content creation space, a very popular Meet the Author series, and house internationally recognized special collections that document social justice efforts in the Greater Boston area. Northeastern has an ambitious vision to expand its digital initiatives, building on its institutional repository and digitization of special collections. The Libraries continue to break new ground in scholarly communication, interdisciplinary research, and the emerging field of transliteracy - the ability to read, write, and interact across multiple media
formats. Northeastern University Libraries lead the way in redefining library service in the 21st century. For more information, please visit www.lib.neu.edu.

About Northeastern
Founded in 1898, Northeastern University is a private research university located in the heart of Boston. Northeastern is a leader in worldwide experiential learning, urban engagement, and interdisciplinary research that meets global and societal needs. Our broad mix of experience-based education programs—our signature cooperative education program, as well as student research, service learning, and global learning—build the connections that enable students to transform their lives. The University offers a comprehensive range of undergraduate and graduate programs leading to degrees through the doctorate in nine colleges and schools. See www.northeastern.edu.